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ANTONELLI C. (2000) Collective knowledge communication and innovation: the evidence of technological districts, Reg.
Studies 34, 535± 547. Technological knowledge is a collective good in that its generation is the result of a process that combines
pieces of information and knowledge that are owned by a variety of parties and cannot be traded as such. With low transaction

and communication costs technological externalities can fully deploy their eVects in terms of increasing returns and positive
feedbacks. The conditions and features of communication processes explain the clustering of innovations in well de® ned
regional spaces. Localization in technological districts featured by multichannel communications systems favours access to
external knowledge, now viewed as an essential intermediary input in the generation of technological knowledge, and
encourages the introduction of localized technological changes, leading to self-reinforcing mechanisms based upon localized
increasing returns.
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ANTONELLI C. (2000) La transmission de la connaissance ANTONELLI C. (2000) Kollektive Wissensvermittlung und

collective et l’innovation: des preuves provenant des districts Innovation: Beweismaterial technologischer Gebiete, Reg.

technologiques: Reg. Studies 34, 535± 547. La connaisasance Studies 34, 535± 547. Technologisches Wissen ist ein Gemein-
technologique est un bien collectif dans la mesure ouÁ elle gut insofern als seine SchaVung das Ergebnis eines Prozesses

reÂ sulte d’un processus qui allie des renseignements et des darstellt, in dem Einzelinformations- und Wissensbrocken

connaissances posseÂ deÂ s en coproprieÂ teÂ qui ne peuvent pas zusammengefuÈ gt werden, die von vielerlei Gruppen stammen
eÃ tre eÂ changeÂ s en tant que telle. Etant donneÂ les couÃ ts des und als solche gehandelt werden koÈ nnen. Dank niedriger

transactions et de la communication peu eÂ leveÂ s, les eVets GeschaÈ fts-und Kommunikationskosten koÈ nnen externe tech-

externes puissent se deÂ ployer entieÁ rement en termes de leurs nologische Faktoren ihre Wirkungen angesichts zunehmen-
rendements accroissants et de leurs retombeÂ es positives. Les dem Pro® ts und positiver RuÈ ckinformationen voll einsetzen.

conditions et les caracteÂ ristiques des processus de communi- Die Bedingungen und Merkmale von Kommunikationspro-

cation expliquent le regroupement des innovations dans des zessen erklaÈ ren die HaÈ ufung von Innovationen in genau
espaces reÂ gionaux bien deÂ limiteÂ s. L’implantation dans des umschriebenen regionalen RaÈ umen. OÈ rtliche Begrenzung

districts technologiques caracteÂ riseÂ s par des systeÁ mes de com- in technologischen Distrikten, die in Mehrfachkanalsystemen

munication aÁ plusieurs chaõÃ nes, favorise l’acceÁ s aÁ la connaiss- fuÈ r Kommunikation vorkommen, beguÈ nstigen den Zugang
ance externe, consideÂ reÂ de nos jours comme un facteur zu Auû enwissen, das jetzt in der Generation tcchnologischen

intermeÂ diaire indispensable aÁ la connaissance technologique, Wissens als wesentlicher Vermittlungsaufwand angesehen

et encourage l’introduction des transformations techno- wird, und foÈ rdert die EinfuÈ hrung oÈ rtlich begrenzten techno-
logiques localiseÂ es, ce qui entraõÃ ne des meÂ canismes de renfor- logischen Wandels, der zu einem sich selbst verstaÈ rkenden,

cement autonomes baseÂ s sur des rendements accroissants oÈ rtlich begrenztem, auf zunehmendem Pro® t beruhenden

localiseÂ s. Mechanismus fuÈ hrt.

Communication Connaissance technologique localiseÂ e Kommunikation OÈ rtlich begrenztes technologisches

Districts technologiques Wissen Technologische Gebiete

INT RO D UCT IO N Two traditions of analysis have contributed to the
development of this ® eld: the transaction costs and

the externality schools, respectively. The externalityThe clustering of fast rates of introduction of techno-
approach stresses the role of increasing returns withinlogical changes in well de® ned regional districts has

been the object of a growing attention in recent circumscribed regional spaces to which ® rms have
access because of the important role of proximity.economic analysis ( JAFFE et al., 1993; FELDMAN,

1994; PATEL, 1995; SWANN et al., 1998). Externalities stem from imperfect divisibilities among
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production factors; proximity provides enhanced mentation, technological knowledge is embedded in a

great variety of speci® c productive and market condi-opportunities for agents to internalize their bene® ts

(BRUSCO, 1982; ANTONELLI, 1986; BECATTINI , tions and partially owned by a wide variety of agents
each of whom is able to command a limited portion1987). The transaction costs approach, by contrast,

values the role of proximity in terms of the enhanced of it (COHEN and LEVINTHAL, 1989). Third, follow-

ing and elaborating upon Simon’s contributioncon® dence and trust that make it possible to reduce

the costs involved in the de® nition of a proper price (S IMON , 1985; LOASBY, 1998), innovative capabilities

and broadly the ability to generate new technologicalfor goods that have been already manufactured
(STORPER and HARRISON , 1991; HARRISON , knowledge are now seen as resting upon a speci® c

learning capability which draws from diverse know-1992).

Although the two approaches are often mingled in ledge bases and is able to activate a systemic recombina-

tion process.most analyses, it seems important to stress that they

refer to radically diVerent analytical frameworks. The Speci® cally, in a framework elaborated by synthesiz-

ing the Marshallian and Neo-Schumpeterian traditions,externality approach in fact has been elaborated to
accommodate increasing returns. On the contrary, the the generation of new technological knowledge is now

viewed as a localized process heavily dependent ontransaction cost approach identi® es such local systems

as p̀erfect markets’ where no market failure takes the multiplicative relationship of: (1) internal learning

processes which lead to the accumulation of tacitplace and ex-post co-ordination is perfectly achieved by

markets. An eVort seems necessary to provide a single knowledge; (2) internal R&D activities which enable

codi® ed knowledge to be gathered; (3) access to theintegrated framework which actually combines the two
approaches and yet is able to appreciate their distinctive external tacit knowledge, experience and competence

independently owned and implemented by each ® rm;features.

The main purpose of this paper is to provide such and (4) the recombination of the stock of existing

codi® ed knowledge, external to each ® rm and yetan integrated approach building upon the notions of

collective knowledge, technological communication internal to the economic system. In such a complex
mix, each element is indispensable (ANTONELLI,and technological districts as key factors in the de® ni-

tion of the rate of technological change. 1999).

The paper is structured as follows. The next section

provides the basic analysis of the role of communication
Technological knowledge as a collective good

in technological change. The third section identi® es

the distinctive features of technological districts in This approach to the economics of technological
change and the new emphasis on the key role oftechnological communication and provides a frame-

work for empirical analysis. The conclusions summarize existing internal and external knowledge, viewed as

an essential intermediary input, makes it possible tothe main ® ndings.

reconsider the notion of technological information as

a public good.
T H E ROL E OF COMMUNICAT ION IN

The public character of technological information
T HE DY NA MICS OF L OCA L IZ E D

emerges in the context of allocation analysis. According
T E CHNOL OG I CA L CHA NG E

to a long standing tradition, technological innovation

should be considered a public good in that `one man’sA framework to integrate the transaction cost approach

to understanding the dynamics of innovation clusters consumption does not reduce some other man’s contri-

bution’ (SAMUELSON , 1954, 1955). Following thewith the externality framework can be elaborated

impinging upon the notion of localized technological seminal contribution of ARROW, 1962, technological
information in fact exhibits the classical features ofknowledge.

Recent developments in the economics of techno- non-excludability and non-rivalry in use and as such is

diYcult to appropriate. The de® nition of technologicallogical knowledge have stressed the demise of the linear

model which related unidirectional scienti® c progresses information as a public good clearly refers to its condi-

tions of distribution and use, rather than to the condi-to technological advances and the decline of the notion
of technological knowledge as a bookshelf of blueprints tions of the generation process.

A diVerent picture emerges when attention iseasily available to everybody (KL INE and ROSEN-

BERG, 1986). A new understanding has been imple- focused on the conditions of production of techno-

logical knowledge. From this view point, technologicalmented. In this new approach technological knowledge

is distinct and yet biunivocally interactive with scienti® c knowledge exhibits clear features of a collective good.

A collective good is found when its production processknowledge (METCALFE, 1995). Second and most
important, technological knowledge is now viewed as is shaped by radical indivisibility and hence comple-

mentarity of inputs.an indivisible and yet fragmented and dispersed stock

of structured information. Because of its highly idio- The production of technological knowledge is

strongly in¯ uenced by both horizontal and verticalsyncratic applications and speci® c contexts of imple-
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indivisibility and systematic cumulability. The genera- learning activities of each other agent would greatly

enhance the productivity of resources invested in thetion of new technological knowledge is in fact aVected

by vertical indivisibility or cumulability in that it is generation of new knowledge.
The notion of localized knowledge is relevant in thisgenerated mainly using previous technological know-

ledge, i.e. standing on the shoulders of giants. The context, and our analysis applies to the conditions for

the generation of new localized knowledge. The accessgeneration of new technological knowledge is also

characterized by horizontal indivisibility in that each to fully codi® ed and generic, scienti® c knowledge is in

fact, to some extent, provided by universities andincrease, even within a narrow ® eld, can have important
eVects in terms of complementarity and additionality academic training which performs the basic role of

maintaining the basic pool of scienti® c and codi® edwith other parallel and yet convergent advances made

in seemingly unrelated ® elds and contexts2 (STEPHAN, knowledge and making it available to students.

Universities moreover also provide basic access to1996).

Major economies of density shape the cost function their research activities through the medium of publica-

tions. Access to technological knowledge by contrast,of innovation activities. In fact the accumulated stock
of competence and technological knowledge acquired especially when its localized character is stressed, is

made diYcult by its tacit and idiosyncratic character.by each agent exerts strong inter-temporal eVects so

that average costs decline with the repeated use of such Yet technological knowledge and technological proce-

dures elaborated by company A to solve a speci® c andsuper® xed production factors. By the same token most

innovation costs, that is the costs of generating addi- highly idiosyncratic problem in a completely diVerent

and apparently unrelated context can be of great helptional technological knowledge and extracting relevant
technological innovations, can be portrayed as incre- to company B active in another industry and even in a

diVerent technological ® eld.mental costs which are added to existing long term

® xed costs. In this context the costs of searching, In this context it is clear that the productivity of that

piece of knowledge would be greatly enhanced if eachlocating and accessing the relevant external knowledge

also play a major role. agent were ready to put in a common pool each piece
of knowledge which in fact is complementary to aThe basic argument here is that in a world where

nobody can claim full control of all existing variety of others. More generally, I would argue, the

generation of knowledge provides the archetypalknowledge, each agent possesses diverse and yet

complementary pieces of information and knowledge evidence of a network process where the productivity

of the resources is larger the larger the number ofwhich are not only useful per se, that is in the dedicated

activity in the course of which they have been agents that take part in it. In other words I am raising
an issue of network externalities on the supply side inimplemented and elaborated, but also for broader and

diVerent uses (R ICHARDSON, 1998; ALBIN, 1998). that the productivity of that speci® c asset is a function

of the number of complementary pieces each otherIn a parallel way, it is clear that each individual advance

is not only useful for the speci® c dedicated purpose agent is ready to contribute to the (collective)

undertaking.for which it has been elaborated but also for a variety

of other possible uses. This latter argument is impor- Along these lines of analysis growing evidence
emerges of the collective character of technologicaltant in many ways: speci® cally each piece of informa-

tion is useful at large both in a positive way, in that knowledge. Technological knowledge is collective

when and if it is the result of a process that combinesit enlarges the amount of knowledge available, and in

a negative way, in that it helps identify dead ends and pieces of information and knowledge that are owned

by a variety of parties and cannot be traded as such.blind alleys, reducing the waste of resources by third

parties. From this view point the de® nition of a collective
good and speci® cally technological knowledge refersAs such the generation of technological knowledge

is characterized by radical indivisibility and hence to the production process of a new good, rather than

to its allocation.increasing returns which are both internal and external

to each ® rm. However, technological knowledge is The tradition of analysis of technological informa-

tion as a public good is embedded in allocation analysisdispersed among many diVerent agents and institutions,
while the generation of new knowledge takes place at while our approach to technological knowledge as a

collective good builds upon the analysis of the genera-the same time at each agent’s premises. The generation

of each new bit of technological knowledge by each tion process of new technological knowledge where

existing technological knowledge is an input into theagent requires access to the (fragmented) pool of

existing knowledge. Moreover the generation of new generation of new technological knowledge. Existing

technological knowledge, however, is an indivisible andknowledge by each agent bene® ts from instantaneous
access to the new bits of knowledge generated by each yet fragmented production factor whose command and

ownership is dispersed in the economic system.other agent. In other words our basic argument is that

the perfect access of each agent to: (1) the knowledge The diVerence with respect to the public good

approach is sharp in that it should be clear that a newstored in each other agent; and (2) the research and
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piece of knowledge, generated by means of existing, This analysis suggests a need to reconsider the tradi-

indivisible and yet dispersed and, as such collective, tional knowledge trade-oV ; with a strong intellectual
technological knowledge can be itself partly appro- property rights regime which does not care for the
priated because of high levels of reproduction and implicit risks of technology-rationing, the owners of
imitation costs. In this case, a new piece of knowledge technological knowledge, in the absence of a fully
has been generated with the contribution of a variety articulated market for technological knowledge, may
of knowledge elements each of which was owned and limit access to their knowledge and ration all techno-
controlled by a variety of agents, but once generated it logical sales with clear costs in terms of duplication and
can be partly appropriated by the agent who has been foregone output due to unrealized increasing returns.
able to master the generation process. Hence we have On the contrary a property rights regime which does
the case that a piece of knowledge can be collective not provide any protection is likely to encourage indus-
and quasi-public, as well as collective and public. In trial secrecy with evident costs in terms of communi-
the former case a piece of technological knowledge is cation and search costs for prospective users. An
the result of the recombination of a variety of prelimi- intellectual property rights regime designed to enforce
nary elements and bits of knowledge dispersed in the both appropriability and derivative usage seems, in this
economic and technical system and once produced context of analysis, necessary. Derivative property rights
cannot be appropriated. on the knowledge generated by means of proprietary

Within this framework the collective nature of knowledge on the one hand, or copyright-oriented
technological knowledge highlights the importance of intellectual property right regimes which reduce
the conditions for accessing the technological know- excludability but enforce the remuneration of owners,
ledge already stored, but dispersed in a myriad of might become useful solutions. THUROW, 1999, has
applications and developments. These conditions recently aired the growing concern about the need for
become a key factor in improving the rate of techno- a change in intellectual property rights regimes stressing
logical advance in any economic system (CARTER, the need to enforce better appropriability and yet at
1989; ARORA and GAMBARDELLA, 1994).

the same time reduce excludability, suggesting that

diVerent classes of patents could be created. Techno-

logical knowledge with a strong generic content andTransaction costs and externalities in the generation of
with a large scope for wide applicability to manylocalized technological knowledge
diVerent economic activities could be patented but

Drawing upon this framework, the integration of the
with compulsory licensing obligations. Extensions of

externality approach and the transaction cost approach
existing knowledge with a stronger idiosyncratic con-

becomes productive in explaining why and how some
tent could be patented with high levels of excludability

economic environments are more conducive to fast
(see also SCHERER, 1999).

rates of introduction of technological change, for a
Access to existing knowledge, however, is harmed

given amount of dedicated resources, than others.
by communication costs. Establishing the comple-

Technological change in fact is primarily generated
mentarity to one’s own technological knowledge and

by technological knowledge which in turn is heavily
one’s own research agenda of each other bit of know-

in¯ uenced by each agent’s conditions of access to
ledge and each other on-going research and learningthe indivisible and yet fragmented pool of existing
process is a time-consuming matter of discovery. Subs-knowledge.
tantial search, decodi® cation and assessment costs mayStatic and dynamic access are, however, made diY-
induce each agent to reproduce internally the necessarycult by many transaction costs. First, the public good
knowledge. Technological knowledge in fact is indus-character of existing technological knowledge and the
try-speci® c, region-speci® c and ® rm-speci® c; andrelated well known appropriability problems play a
because of this it is costly to use it elsewhere, in othermajor role. Agents are reluctant to make access to their
industries, other regions and other ® rms (ANTONELLI,own bits of knowledge easy because it would further
1999).reduce their appropriability conditions, especially for

The stronger the codi® ed content and the lower arecompetitors and prospective imitators. Second and
the decodi® cation costs, the larger is the possibility forrelatedly, the owners of each bit of knowledge are
prospective customers to screen the market place andrarely aware of the value of their own portion of
assess the relevant bits of knowledge which are actuallyknowledge for other users that are not strict competi-
complementary. Clearly when and where each bit oftors and as such prospective imitators. The stronger
technological knowledge is kept hidden and obscure asthe appropriability conditions of existing technological
a result of the strategic behaviours of owners worriedknowledge owned by each agent, and the larger the
about low replication costs and high imitation opportu-possibility of trading it in the market place without any
nities for third parties, and moreover where the search,risk that access is restricted and rationed, the easier it
assessment and decodi® cation costs are high because ofis for both the vendor and the customer to meet in the

market place and ® x a price for it. its large tacit and idiosyncratic content, access to
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external knowledge becomes extremely costly and is external tacit and codi® ed knowledge depends on

the extent to which eVective communication amongsubstantially barred (H IRSCHLEIFER, 1971).

The notion of collective goods is important in this innovators takes place through the innovation system.
In this context the properties of economic systems,case in that it strongly entails externalities. Externalities,

as it is well known, emerge from imperfect divisibilities conceived as communication networks into which

information ¯ ows, matter in explaining the capabilityof production factors. The useful distinction introduced

by GRILICHES, 1992, building upon SCITOWSKY, to generate new technological knowledge (HAYEK ,

1945; LAMBERTON, 1971, 1996,1997).1954, between rent technological externalities, i.e.
pecuniary externalities for which external knowledge The notion of technological communication makes

it possible to appreciate the role of technologicalis actually purchased at low(er) prices with signi® cant

consumers’ surplus, and knowledge technological externalities and yet complements it with the notion

of transaction costs in the absorption and communi-externalities for which technological information is

available in the atmosphere, seems very useful. In our cation of external technological knowledge. While the

notion of technological externalities is consistent withcommunication approach, knowledge technological
externalities matter as much as rent technological the Arrovian notion of technological information, a

public good with low levels of appropriability andexternalities.

The distinction between symmetric and asymmetric excludability, it misses the key role of the speci® c costs

that the decodi® cation and understanding of availableexternalities is also relevant in this context. The sym-

metric externalities case clearly applies to two compan- information entail. The traditional approach in fact

assumes that technological externalities do spill freelyies working in totally unrelated industries which can
share symmetrically the bene® ts of some technological into the environment, and no provision is made to take

into account the relevant costs of search, decodi® cationbreakthroughs. The asymmetric externalities case

applies to typical user± producer relations where either and assessment of existing technological knowledge

dispersed in a myriad of agents and buried in tacit andis able to take advantage of the knowledge generated

externally. Firms are ready to join the collective under- idiosyncratic procedures. Technological communi-
cation diVers from technological externalities. Tootaking only when the advantages stemming from co-

operative behaviour are larger than costs in terms of much emphasis has been put in the innovation systems’

literature on technological externalities as if externalleakages of proprietary knowledge. When returns in

the production of collective knowledge are increasing, technological knowledge could be acquired freely in

the àtmosphere’ without dedicated eVorts. In othersuch a situation can easily arise.

The conditions for symmetric externalities in the words it is not suYcient that technological externalities
are freely available in the air for eVective technologicalcommunication of technological knowledge are very

strong for all parties engaged in technological com- communication to take place. Substantial communi-

cation costs are to be accounted for. The notion ofmunication who s̀hare the same code’ and hence

symmetrically bene® t from a radical reduction in the technological communication seems far more appro-

priate to the new theorizing about the quasi-privatehuge decodi® cation and search costs necessary to locate

the bits of existing and external knowledge which can nature of localized technological knowledge from the
allocation viewpoint and its collective nature from thebe directly relevant to each ® rm’s new technological

knowledge generation process. Technological com- generation viewpoint.

Within communication networks, we see in factmunication itself is a collective good where each agent

and each party is interested in enhancing the communi- that, at each point in time, the magnitude and the

impact of the eVective ¯ ow of information which iscation conditions among all the members of the com-

munity. Technological communication, however, is an both emitted and received by each agent can be thought
to be the outcome of the interaction between twointeractive process where both parties are actively and

purposely involved. The levels of eVective techno- classes of stochastic events: (1) the connectivity probab-

ility that the ¯ ows of eVective communication andlogical communication depend upon the resources

devoted by each agent to establish technological con- the exchange of information take place; and (2) the

receptivity probability that the results of the researchnections with other ® rms and academic and scienti® c
institutions in innovation systems and the amount of and learning eVorts of each ® rm in the system are

eVectively assimilated. This methodology moreoverinformation that each ® rm is able to receive and

actually assimilate from the innovation system in which makes it possible to reproduce analytically the dynamic

laws of a process where the actual transfer of techno-it operates.

logical information can either take place or decay:

stochastically in fact communication can fail (DAVID
Technological communication and technological knowledge

and FORAY, 1994; KRUGMAN, 1996; ANTONELLI,

1999).The institutional context of economic systems in terms

of communication conditions plays a major role in The location of each agent within communication

¯ ows becomes extremely important in this context.assessing their innovation capabilities. Access to
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Communication ¯ ows are multi-channel in that they T E CHNOL OG ICA L

COMMUNICAT ION A NDtake place at diVerent levels and involve many diVerent

aspects of economic interactions. Moreover communi- INNOVAT I ON WI T HI N
T E CHNOL OG I CA L D IS T RICT S : Acation ¯ ows are complex and structured. At any point

in time we can observe at each layer well de® ned RE V IE W OF T H E E V ID E NCE A ND A N

AG E NDA F OR E MP I RICA Lstructures of communication ¯ ows where some agents

are better located than others in that some agents have RE S E A RCH

access to more communication links than others and
Location plays a major role in favouring technological

some agents happen to have access to more eVective
communication, but agglomeration per se is not suY-

links than others. Speci® cally we see that some agents
cient for technological communication to take place.

can be more receptive than others for a given level of
Technological communication takes place at a variety

available technological externalities. And we also see
of levels. Important scope for empirical analysis emerges

that some agents have access to technological externali-
when the diVerent forms of interaction of ® rms in the

ties at low communication costs, while others do not
diVerent market places are analysed from the view

have such access. From the viewpoint of the speci® c
point of their implications for communication. This

role of each agent within the communication ¯ ow
analysis is especially relevant when it takes into account

network, analysis provides important insights in that it
the variety of channels by means of which technological

makes it possible to understand the dimension of the
communication can take place within technological

relevant networks in place, their density and their
districts as well as the variety of positions within each

structure, so that each agent can be classi® ed in terms
channel of each agent.

of the number and quality of the links in place.
A tentative review of the rich and still growing

According to the hypotheses outlined above, it is
empirical literature makes it possible to list ® ve diVerent

assumed that the production of technological know-
and relevant communication channels:

ledge by each ® rm can be formalized as the result of the

interaction of internal research and learning activities, 1. Factor market conditions play a major role. Labour
markets provide important opportunities for techno-creative access to external technological knowledge

and its actual implementation. The diVerent levels of logical communication. Inter® rm mobility greatly

enhances the dissemination of information. As aeVective communication among innovators, as mea-

sured by the mixed probability of communication matter of fact external labour mobility is a basic

factor in the recombination of existing informationprocesses, are likely to aVect signi® cantly the pro-

ductivity of the total amount of resources devoted and in the regeneration of a common information
pool within an economic system. Intra® rm labourby each ® rm to research and learning activities and

hence reduce substantially innovation costs (NELSON, mobility performs a similar role at the company

level although within a narrower ® eld of action.1987).

In sum, high levels of innovation activities, as Hence we can expect that the greater inter® rm

labour mobility, the higher the rates of technologicalinduced by good technological communication condi-

tions are likely to increase the amount of external communication. Economic systems where seniority
within companies plays a major role can suVer fromknowledge available, as well as the access to both rent

and knowledge technological externalities. This in turn a reduced level of technological communication.

The result can be even worse in the case of anaVects positively the eYciency of research activities and

further stimulates the ® rms in their innovative eVorts. economic system with reduced inter® rm and

intra® rm labour mobility. It is clear in fact that, ifAll the characteristics of a self-reinforcing mechanism,

based upon positive feed-backs, are now in place. Local too fast, labour mobility can reduce the scope for
learning processes, and a rigid allocation of person-communication probabilities at time t are likely to

aVect the behaviour of agents not only with respect to nel to limited tasks within the same company can

impede the dissemination and recombination of allthe levels of their innovation activities but also to the

levels of deliberate action taken to build up connections technological information (BRUSCO, 1992; SALAIS

and STORPER, 1992; CLARYSSE et al., 1995;and receptivity which can enhance the eYciency of
the funds invested in research activities. Hence the local EDQUIST, 1997).

Intermediary markets also play a major role incommunication probability at time t 1 1 is in¯ uenced

but, because of its stochastic nature, not determined by enhancing technological communication. The role

of both upstream and downstream user± producerthe conduct of the ® rms and the outcome of their

interactions at time t. relations has been greatly appreciated by much eco-

nomic analysis. It seems clear that an economicThis process is especially evident within techno-
logical districts such as Turin in Piedmont, Modena system with an articulated industrial structure with

many intermediary markets where a variety of ® rmsand Bologna in central Italy, Toulouse in France, and

Route 128 and Silicon Valley in the US3 (ANTONELLI, interact in the provision and purchase of speci® c

intermediary inputs can support technological com-1986; RUSSO, 1985, 1996; DORFMAN, 1983).
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munication much better than economic systems diVerent contexts. This approach makes it possible

to appreciate the characteristics of regions in termswhere vertically integrated ® rms control the full

® lieÁ re (LUNDVALL, 1985; RUSSO, 1985; VON HIP- of sectoral composition and the related opportunities
for technological outsourcing by ® rms. The distri-PEL, 1988; LANGLOIS, 1992; SAXENIAN, 1994;

ROBERTSON and LANGLOIS , 1995). bution and quality of knowledge-intensive business

service industries in fact have important eVects onFinancial markets play a major role not only for

the well known venture-capital eVects, but also as the economic system in terms of its innovative

capacity. An increase in the exchange of tacit know-active factors of interorganizational mobility because
of the possibilities for merger and acquisitions they ledge, made possible by the local supply of the

services of consultants and advisers, improves con-oVer and hence the scope to change the borders of

® rms in terms of external growth via integration nectivity between agents, leads to a sharing of

learning experiences and a creation of learningand diversi® cation as well as sell-oV with increased

specialization. From a technological communication opportunities, and thus advances receptivity. Sim-

ilarly, improved business services, in terms of distri-viewpoint, ® nancial markets, especially for new
innovative ® rms, can become a major tool in imple- bution, capillarity, competence and access, improve

the interaction between tacit, localized knowledgementing the `mix and match’ generation of new

technological knowledge. Local accessibility to such and increasingly larger amounts of generic know-

ledge, and in so doing are conducive to the acceler-® nancial markets in turn becomes a key factor in

sustaining the rates of introduction of technological ated introduction of technological and organ-

izational innovations and solutions speci® callychange (see SCHERER, 1999).
2. The features of local industrial structures are also impor- tailored to a ® rm’s individual needs. An active local

supply of knowledge-intensive business services cantant. Proximity and co-localization within a local

system favour both the intrasectoral and intersectoral stimulate technological outsourcing and hence the

demand for knowledge-intensive services by smalldissemination of technological knowledge both ver-

tically and horizontally.4 Intersectoral communi- and medium sized ® rms in particular (ANTONELLI,
1999).cation is especially relevant when general purpose

technologies are at play: agents are much less reluc- The coexistence of large and small ® rms within

technological districts appears a critical element fortant to share their knowledge with ® rms active in

other markets. Relevant barriers to communication many reasons. Communication is enhanced by vari-

ety and diversity among agents. The greater thearise, however, from the diVerences between codes

and the idiosyncratic character of the information opportunity for the exchange of information
between ® rms, the larger are the diVerences in theavailable. New technological knowledge generated

in one industry however often has considerable channels in terms of the typology of the knowledge

accumulated, the scope for its implementation andpotential for direct applications in other industries

either in common functions or along the production the sets of competencies. Small ® rms can bene® t

from faster decision making and entrepreneurial® lieÁ re or even beyond in user± producer interactions.

As far as intersectoral dissemination is concerned, reaction than large ® rms. The latter can access
the advantages of economies of size in conductingcommunication can be thought of as the outcome

of the co-operative attitudes of agents who can research and development activities. Firms, accord-

ing to size, diVer with respect to the typology ofshare new technological knowledge with little fear

of harming appropriability conditions due to diVer- knowledge they produce and the knowledge they

use. Large ® rms have a clear advantage in theences in their markets and customers. The reverse

is true for intrasectoral communication; the risks production of codi® ed knowledge while small ® rms
excel in the accumulation of tacit knowledge. Infor opportunistic behaviour are higher, as are the

homogeneity of languages and codes. Technological turn, however, large ® rms mainly depend upon

external tacit knowledge and small ® rms on externalcommunication here can easily become a factor of

imitation. While collective innovation is harmed codi® ed knowledge. The interactive coexistence of

large and small ® rms is vital in enhancing theby appropriability concerns, the diVusion of both
product and process innovations is very fast. accumulation and circulation of technological

knowledge. The key role of large ® rms withinThe enhanced division of inter-industrial labour

seems extremely relevant for technological com- technological districts marks an important diVerence

with respect to the Neo-Marshallian approach tomunication as far as knowledge intensive business

services are concerned. Here in fact it is clear that industrial districts which emphasizes the role of

small ® rms together with their homogeneity invertical integration within manufacturing companies
of an array of advanced services reduces the scope terms of size (ANTONELLI, 1986; BECATTINI,

1979, 1987).for dissemination and recombination of speci® c

technological knowledge that, once generated for Industrial dynamics and speci® cally the entry and

exit rates of ® rms are one additional and importantone single use, can be easily applied to a variety of
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channel of technological communication. The entry become the institutional device for symmetric com-

munication externalities among large ® rms (HOW-of either newly established ® rms, or the cross-entry

of incumbents in other industries and other regions, ELLS, 1990; QUEÂ REÂ , 1994; PATEL, 1995)
New emerging markets for disembodied techno-enhance technological communication because they

provide opportunities for the dissemination of the logical knowledge where ® rms sell and buy patents,

know-how and trade technological licences seem totechniques and information well established in one

industry and region to others. This is typically pave the way to the increasing specialization of

regions and ® rms in the generation of dedicatedthe positive eVect of the entry of multinational
companies. Newly founded ® rms on the other hand technological knowledge. The active search for

licences of patents and know-how can help ® rmstypically represent the opportunity for new ideas to

be tested and hence communicated in the market access the external knowledge available on inter-

national and domestic markets. Such externalplace. Rich and detailed empirical evidence is pro-

vided by SWANN et al., 1998, who stress the diVer- technological knowledge can be recombined and

contribute to the internal elaboration of tacit andences among entrants and incumbents in their
capability to absorb spillovers. Speci® cally they show codi® ed knowledge with evident advantages in

terms of eYciency of the intramuros R&D activitiesthat spillovers in radical innovations tend to induce

entry rather than rapid growth amongst incumbents. (ARORA and GAMBARDELLA, 1990; ARORA,

1995, 1997).3. The knowledge infrastructure of the local innovation system

is the third channel. The level of the local academic 4. The quality of local communication infrastructure is the

fourth factor. The emphasis on the role of techno-infrastructure and the degree of interactivity with
the local business community play a major role. The logical communication makes it possible to appreci-

ate how the characteristics of the present wave ofuniversity and academic community at large do

diVuse scienti® c and technological externalities as innovation in communications technology, itself a

product of the clustering of localized and comple-much empirical evidence has shown. Access to such

externalities appears easy, however, only when (and mentary technological changes, are likely to interact
with the rate of introduction of localized techno-if ) the academic and the business community have

established clear ways of interaction and communi- logical changes to enhance the general levels of

innovation capability of ® rms. The quality of localcation as is often the case in the US. In this context

the ¯ ow of postgraduate students from universities communications networks can play an important

role in favouring the division of innovative labourto ® rms is high as is the funding of academic

research activities by ® rms. This is not the case in when high speed data communication can take place
and high-de® nition images can be easily transferredEurope where as a matter of fact the empirical

evidence concerning the positive eVects of academic among research units. As growing evidence con-

® rms, digital communication can complementexternalities is much less strong5 (MANSFIELD,

1991; BANIA et al., 1993; JAFFE et al., 1993; rather than substitute for person-to-person com-

munication. Technological districts with high-AUDRETSCH and STEPHAN , 1996; FELDMAN and

AUDRETSCH , 1999). quality communication infrastructure can bene® t
from the spiralling interactions between digital andThe localized interaction between education and

training and production are all the more useful vis-aÁ -vis communication (ANTONELLI , 1999).

Second and most important, substantial empiricalto enhance rates of technological communication

within a system. The alternation of training spells evidence shows that urban and especially metropol-

itan areas provide a far more positive environmentthroughout the productive life of individuals can

greatly favour the circulation of information within for communication and hence more opportunities
to foster the rate of technological changean economic system. The traditional concentration

of education in youth with limited access to (CASTELLS, 1989). Proximity and spatial density

also enhance technological communication inform-retraining later in life clearly reduces the chances

for technological communication to take place ally because of the higher chances of repeated inter-

actions among heterogeneous and yet comple-(EDQUIST, 1997; FREEMAN, 1991, 1997).
The regional concentration of the research labo- mentary agents. Co-localized ® rms within metro-

politan areas have higher chances of sharing a com-ratories of industrial ® rms adds on to the opportuni-

ties for smaller ® rms located nearby to take mon language and hence of saving on the costs of

codi® cation and decodi® cation of informationadvantage of technological externalities at low com-

munication costs and enhances the probabilities that about technology as well as business conditions

(ALLEN, 1983; FREEMAN , 1991; UTTERBACK ,® rms can take advantage of interstitial technological
opportunities that are considered internally as 1994; HARRISON et al., 1996).

This is the third important diVerence betweensecond best and yet can lead to pro® table techno-

logical innovations for smaller ® rms. The regional Marshallian industrial districts and technological dis-

tricts (see BECATTINI, 1979, 1987, 1989;concentration of research laboratories can also
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BELLANDI, 1989; BRUSCO, 1992; BELLANDI and strategic actions taken by co-localized ® rms to

increase connectivity and receptivity levels andRUSSO, 1994; RUSSO, 1985, 1996). The tradi-

tional Marshallian district in fact, especially in the hence technological communication (DORFMAN ,
1983; WATKINS, 1991; SAXENIAN , 1994;Italian literature, is mainly characterized as a regional

space with low levels of population density and low CLARYSSE et al., 1995; HAGERDOORN, 1995).

To a large extent intentional co-localizationlevels of intraregional concentration of plants and

® rms. Metropolitan areas seem able to provide the within technological districts and active participa-

tion in local communication systems can be thoughtmix of variety and complementarity of economic
activities, endowment of scienti® c infrastructure and of as a distinctive form of technological co-

operation which can complement and even substi-high quality of communication systems which

favour technological communication. tute for more formal technological partnership

within footloose technological clubs (see FRANS-5. Localization and technological strategies are the ® nal

element. Location plays a major role in favouring ex- MAN , 1995, 1999, for detailed analyses of diVerent

forms of co-operative organization in innovationante co-ordination among innovating agents. As
R ICHARDSON, 1972, clearly anticipated, ex-ante activities). The quality of receptivity and connectiv-

ity among agents can be in¯ uenced by deliberateco-ordination plays a key role in the t̀ransfer,

exchange or pooling of technology’ (p. 892). strategies such as location close to other innovators.

Location within technological districts moreover isAccording to Richardson:

also relevant for other factors than communication
. . . the essence of co-operative arrangements . . .

as it can help ex-ante co-operation more generally,
would seem to be the fact that the parties accept

favouring the co-ordination of diVerent agents both
some degree of obligation ± and therefore give

with respect to technological strategies and invest-
some degree of assurance ± with respect to their

ment decisions (RICHARDSON , 1960).
future conduct. But there is certainly room for

In sum, location plays a major role in enhancing
in® nite variation in the scope of such assurances

technological communication because of its positive
and in the degree of formality with which they

eVects on both connectivity and receptivity, pro-
are expressed (p. 886).

vided a variety of communication channels are in

place. Each of these local communication channelsBetter information about the research agenda and

mutual understanding of the competencies of agents diVers widely in terms of its eVects, because of the

role of density and interactivity. Moreover agentsare available within technological districts. This

favours the division of innovative labour, enhancing may have a diVerentiated role within each com-
munication system. Agents can be marginal or cen-specialization in complementary but dissimilar

innovation activities and reducing duplications. tral, and can be well connected or poorly connected.

Agents can be poorly connected to strong actorsOpportunistic behaviour is also constrained within

technological districts by the long term interactions and well connected to weak nodes. Here graph

theory provides important methodological help toassociated with co-localization; co-localization, as a

matter of fact, can be thought of as a symmetric qualify both communication networks and the role
of each agent within each of them.hostage. Transactions in disembodied technology

and licensing agreements may be easier for ® rms co- The interaction of the diVerent channels along

which communication occurs and the quality oflocalized within technological districts; continuity

in the relationship favours the supply of technical each communication system, as well as the appreci-

ation of the role of each agent within each com-assistance. As a consequence, better implicit co-

ordination of investment decisions is achieved munication system, provide the ® nal picture which
can approximate the actual capability of ® rms towithin technological districts where it is easier to

gather information about the market conduct and participate in the general communication process

and the chances it has of taking advantage of thethe technological strategies of each agent.

Professional associations and industrial clubs pro- existing and yet fragmented pieces of technological

knowledge available in the system. The innovativevide important opportunities for technological com-
munication and should be considered key factors in behaviour of ® rms is deeply aVected by the local

`milieu’ in that it provides the communication con-the de® nition of the organization of an industry.

Ever since the path breaking analysis of R ICHARD- text and hence the intersection of classical agglom-

eration eVects with speci® c ® rm eVects and theSON, 1972, professional associations, including

collective research institutions, are seen as basic features and characteristics of the distribution of

existing technological knowledge, now viewed asinstitutions that facilitate the diVusion of relevant
knowledge within limited regional spaces and that an essential intermediary product. The complexity

and multichannel dimension of local communi-are conducive to a variety of forms of tacit exchange

of information and know-how. Locally techno- cation systems provides an important agenda for

empirical research. Communication channels in factlogical co-operation is often the result of implicit
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complement each other especially within techno- externalities among small ® rms localized in regions with

small populations and small cities. By contrast the for-logical districts where proximity and agglomeration

provide a complex web of interaction mechanisms. mer are characterized by the coexistence of large and
small ® rms, a large multisectoral range of economicIn turn regional clusters can be ordered in terms

of the variety and complementarity of communi- activities including both manufacturing and service

industries, a strong metropolitan character and ancation channels in place: technological districts can

now be de® ned as regions where technological important scienti® c and communication infrastructure.

Finally, the implications for industrial and innovationexternalities and low communication costs are espe-
cially conducive to raising the rate of introduction policies are far-reaching. When the collective compo-

nents of technological knowledge are identi® ed togetherof technological changes and increasing the positive

eVects of agglomeration in terms of pecuniary and with the important role of external knowledge as an

essential intermediary input, the characteristics of localtechnical externalities.

innovation systems and speci® cally of technological dis-

tricts, i.e. regional clusters of learning ® rms, working in
CONCL US IONS

complementary technologies, in terms of the quality

and eVectiveness of all of the communication networksAgglomeration is not a suYcient condition for a clus-

tering of technological innovation and a diVusion of within which technological information is shared and

transmitted from one ® rm to another, become relevanttechnological externalities. A number of important

communication channels are necessary, and only their and warrant greater attention. An appreciation of the

factors governing technological communication and thecombination provides a conducive environment for
encouraging the rate of accumulation of collective eVective internalization of local technological externali-

ties among ® rms which are involved in complementaryknowledge and the eventual introduction of techno-

logical innovations. innovation activities become a possible strategy for pub-

lic intervention in that such activities will lead to anA communication based approach seems useful in

many ways. First, it provides a theory to understand increase in the productivity of the resources invested in
innovation activities.the dynamics of agglomeration within technological

districts. The interplay between the collective character A second and more important issue concerning

regional innovation policy should however be raised.of technological knowledge and the characteristics of

local communication processes is such that, in techno- High regional concentrations of innovation capabilities

within technological districts play a major role inlogical districts, i.e. regions with high levels of com-

munication probability, the conditions for the fostering the national rate of technological change.
This s̀pontaneous’ concentration of factors takes place,circulation and actual assimilation of technological

information and the introduction of technological within a country, in a limited number of regions. Its

àrti® cial’ reproduction seems a complicated task. Thisinnovations reinforce each other with a self-reinforcing

mechanism based upon the dynamics of positive leads one to wonder whether the classical debate about

the Schumpeterian trade-oV between static andfeedbacks.

Second, the dynamics of localized technological dynamic eYciency might apply at a regional level as
well. A large amount of empirical evidence, gatheredchange and communication processes can explain the

interplay between the externalities and the transaction in industrial economics, suggests that while low levels

of concentration are a condition for the achievementcosts approaches. Low transaction costs, namely com-

munication costs, in fact make possible a full realization of static eYciency, oligopolistic rivalry among a limited

number of large ® rms is more conducive to dynamicof the eVects of technological externalities in terms of

increasing returns and a virtuous self-reinforcing of eYciency in terms of faster rates of introduction of
innovations. In this context it seems likely that theagglomeration and economic growth. With high com-

munication costs, technological externalities exert only concentration of scienti® c and academic infrastructures

and public subsidies in a few technological districtsa limited positive eVect and ® rms, with given pro® tab-

ility conditions, are much less inclined to fund research might be considered an appropriate choice in order to

sustain the aggregate rate of technological change.and development activities and introduce technological
innovations. By contrast, with eVective multichannel

communication systems in place, technological
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cially sensitive to all perturbations in both connectivityNOT E S
and receptivity probabilities. In such conditions, local

1. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the innovation systems may eventually experience a sharp
IRIS Workshop of Artimino in September 1998. reduction in general communication eYciency and

2. Formally we can write a production function for the reverse negative feedbacks may take place with major
generation of new l̀ocalized’ technological knowledge discontinuities in long term growth patterns.
(LTK) by each ® rm where the internal eVorts of research 4. A large literature refers to intersectoral externalities as
and learning (R&L) enter multiplicativily with the stock J̀acobs externalities’ and contrast them with MAR (Mar-
of existing knowledge (SK) to which the ® rm has access. shall-Arrow-Romer) intrasectoral externalities which
In turn the eYciency of the stock of knowledge is characterize industrial districts (See BECATTINI , 1979,
a function of the number of agents (N) involved in 1987, 1989; BRUSCO, 1992).
technological communication in each ® rm. Hence we 5. In the econometric jargon one could claim that much of
can write: LTKi 5 f (R&La, SK b ), where b 5 f (N ). the econometric evidence of the positive role of academic

3. The stochastic nature of communication processes how- research on local economic growth suVers from a system-
ever makes such self-reinforcing feedback mechanisms atic misspeci ® cation of the role of technological

communication.random. Mixed communication probabilities are espe-
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